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Nasrin Begins 18:53
Hello everyone and welcome to this most auspicious day together. It has been Portal Days since 12-0912, and remember every day this month is a Portal Day because it begins with 12 and it ends with 12. So
we have that bookend, bookmark if you like on either end of the day which magnifies the impact of the
day, very specifically 12-9, 12-10, 12-11, and today 12-12. The Portal will continue energetically into
tomorrow although you may have noticed that the heaviness we felt in the last few days has been lifted,
and that’s always the case. If we have anchored the energies the heaviness ends up being lifted on the day
which is supposed to be the most intense of the days. It’s good news when we reach to the point where
we’re entering the Gateway to the Portal, the energies become lighter. It means we already did the work.
I am very proud of all of you for having done the work, and I thank those of you who wrote to tell me that
it was hard the past few days and it got easier today. That was our experience too. For us it got easier in
the afternoon today, even this morning was somewhat heavy, and the past few days have been heavy. But
let’s remember that we are going into this Portal which is once in a lifetime, and probably once in many
lifetimes. Many, meaning perhaps thousands of lifetimes, because think about it, an event like this could
take more than one Seed Race to happen. It doesn’t even happen once every 12,000 years, which is the
span of a Seed Race.
We are entering the Gateway Portal that brings us to the Fifth Dimensional Octave. I would say, please
be mindful of your thoughts, and please carry these mediations with you through into the Fifth
Dimensional Octave and the ceremony we’re going to perform on the day of Winter Solstice, and
continue into the New Year and even further into end of January. Think of it as a chunk of time. Take it
even up to 2-02-2013 and 3-03-2013, because the more we put energy into it, the more we pave the path
for bringing Fifth Dimensional Energies into the Third Dimension and lifting the Third Dimension.
Divine Mother has told us that when we etched a groove of the Fifth Dimension into this Third
Dimensional Reality, the Animal Kingdom, the Mineral Kingdom, and the Plant Kingdom automatically
adjusted themselves to the heightened energies of the Third Dimension, because they have a Collective
Consciousness. They don’t have individualized intellect, they have a Collective Consciousness. When
we connect to the higher consciousness, we raise the vibration of the Five Elements for them and they
automatically connect. You may have noticed that some of the crystals, all of the crystals, all of the gems
and jewelry and precious and semi-precious stones are vibrating to a softer but higher more potent energy.
You may have also noticed that even the plants, flowering bushes, and trees are vibrating to heightened
energies, and that also applies to the animals, birds, mammals, all the creatures who have Collective
Consciousness. This is all because we are working to raise the vibration and because the Five Elements
are releasing their dross. Therefore, it is becoming easy for the Five Elements to vibrate to the higher
energies and for us to function. It’s becoming easier to function, it’s becoming lighter, and our load is
becoming lighter.
So let us take a deep breath and we thank Divine Mother and the Divine Feminine Council for the fact
that they trust us to be their spearheads and we thank each other’s Souls and Higher Selves for bringing us
together. We offer everything that we receive and everything that we do on behalf of the souls who are
connected and related to us, our loved ones, and on behalf of the souls of the Indigos, which consist of all
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souls born since 1972 to present, and everyone that may be older but who is in one way or another
relevant to the Indigos. That means all of us who are older than the average Indigo Soul.
So now let’s take a deep breath and from our hearts let’s make an offering of gratitude and thanksgiving.
Let’s offer ourselves in service to the highest potential above our expectation and beyond our limitation.
We are capable of moving beyond our own limitations, and Divine Mother and the entourage of Divine
Feminine Beings who are working with us know how to do it on our behalf. They can show us, they can
also do it on our behalf.
Let’s make a resolution together that in the upcoming year we all accept that we have a potential well
beyond our own limitation and well beyond our own expectation. It is wonderful when we are pleased
with ourselves. It is wonderful when we are pleased with our bodies, with the work that we do in each
day. It is wonderful when we are in position to look back at the day and say, I really got a lot done today,
I am glad, and this was a productive day. How many days like that do we have? We usually fill in our
day with so much on our list that if we get through one third of it we should pat ourselves on the back. It
would be really nice to make a resolution that each day of this upcoming year we end up being pleased
with ourselves, we end up happy with our accomplishments, we end up feeling productive and we step
beyond our own expectations. We consider what we are able to achieve better than expected, better than
our own idea of success. Let’s make that our resolution and let’s hold space for each other as our group
members, that we will hold space for our loved ones, for each other, for everyone who crosses paths with
us.
We hold our Scepters up with the entourage of Beings who are present in our name, as a group entity, as
an Ascended Master. We have the right to hold our Scepters up and ask that we are helped individually
with our resolution, to live life everyday of this New Year above our limitation and beyond our
expectation, and to be happy with what we accomplish each and every day of this New Year, and to make
that a habit. Get into the habit of being happy with what we accomplish from one day to the next. Let’s
hold our Scepters up. If there is one thing that we want for ourselves it’s to be happy with ourselves. Not
in the happy go lucky manner of whatever it is I am going to be happy with it, but more as a way of
asking for help, that we move beyond our expected potential. That we move beyond the boxes we have
created around ourselves; thinking, this is all I can do, and that we are helped in achieving more, in
accomplishing more each day, because Goddess Victory is there to make us victorious. Mother of
Universe is there to bring us joy. Mother of Cosmos is there to bring us life force. Great Silent Watcher
is there to remove obstacles and to empower us. Divine Mother is there to give us the love and
nurturance. The Feminine Principle, the Masculine Principle are there to balance, balance success in the
mundane world and growth in the spiritual, and because we give so much, we give so much of ourselves
in service, we request that we are guided and helped in attaining and accomplishing even more, to the
point that we are pleased with ourselves, to the point that we see the outcome as beyond our own
expectations, and beyond our limitation. Let’s make this our resolution and let’s add each of us
individually to the mix something else, something else that you would like to accomplish this year.
We are moving into the Fifth Dimensional Portal, thoughts are things; everything is going to be
accelerated. Let’s each put in one other thing, and the group entity that we create together is conscious,
so everything that everyone puts into the group mix is going to benefit everyone, something that will
benefit everyone. You can always come back to this point, to this group moment, and add another
intention, and another.
Keeping a journal and writing down exactly what just happened and what your intention was and then
adding. In fact, let’s make an intention, that every month at the Gateway Portal Channeling we add
another intention. Another intention to be of service, and another intention to do good, another intention
to be victorious, to remove obstacles, to be empowered, to help heal others and serve Earth by raising the
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vibration. To keep our focus one pointedly on doing more, doing greater work, serving the Divine
Feminine and not allowing trivial and drama to distract us.
Also, let’s hold our Scepters up and ask for rejuvenation of the body, mind, emotions, soul and spirit.
Health and wholeness in the body, mind, emotions, soul and spirit so we can physically do more, mentally
do more, emotionally do more, so we can be soulful about everything we do, and so the spirit, the Shakti,
the life force, the Divine Feminine can flow through us. We can do this.
Let’s hold our Scepters and ask Divine Mother to set her intentions on our behalf. Whatever she wants
for each of us and for our group entity, and for the magnification of everything that everyone wants to
benefit everyone else, and the group and everyone we touch throughout this upcoming year as we enter
into the Fifth Dimensional Octave, as we bring the Fifth Dimensional Energies to enhance the Third
Dimension, to raise the vibration of the Five Elements, to bring to balance the kingdom of the minerals,
the animals, and the plants.
Divine Mother Begins (34.03)
My beloved Children of Light I am your very own Divine Mother.
I stand in joy and gratitude for all that you are offering on your own behalf and on my behalf. What I
would like to add to these intentions, is that the Copper Gold Light of Divine Mother will bring you
nurturance and love, so that you are always satiated with the Divine Love that I feel in my heart for each
of you. I would like to offer to walk by your side and to make my presence known to you every day of
this upcoming year, and let’s think that this year stretches to begin on the 21st of December, because that
is when we officially enter into the Fifth Dimensional Octave.
I would like to ask you to envision that the Filaments of Light that I am sending to create a Cocoon
around you are extending from the Cocoon to build a bridge. Imagine a bridge made of Golden Filaments
of Light. Copper Gold Light emanating from my heart to your heart, pulsing through your heart to create
a Cocoon, which first creates a ball of Light around each of your Five Body System Layers. A Cocoon
around your Physical Body, another around your Etheric Body, a third around your Emotional Body, the
fourth around your Mental Body, the fifth around your Spiritual Body, and then extending to illuminate
and activate your Light Body.
Your Light Body can also be your Merkaba Field. Your Merkaba Field is your activated aspect of your
Light Body. Once your Light Body is activated you’re able to journey into other Realms. So, you can
say that all of you who are able to experience these Dimensions of Reality during these meditational
exercises have already illuminated your Light Body to the point where your Merkaba Vehicle, your
Vehicle of Light is activate and that is wonderful news. It’s also important for you to consciously become
aware that this is what is happening. Your conscious awareness of it helps you to anchor yourselves in all
Dimensions of Reality which you roam, and right now it will help you to anchor your Signature Energy
into these Filaments of Light that extend from me to you, and from both of us to create a bridge as if from
underneath you. A Bridge of Golden Copper Light is forming.
The filaments of the Golden Copper Light or the Copper Gold Light extend from where we are standing
together into the Fifth Dimensional Reality, and the energies of Goddess Victory, Mother of Universe,
Mother of Cosmos, Three Omniversal Mothers, Great Silent Watcher, Masculine Principle and Feminine
Principle, as well as the 144,000 Silent Watchers who stepped down the energies of Great Silent Watcher
and ten billion Angelic Watchers who stepped down the energies of the Silent Watchers, sending the
Turquoise Blue Light to keep this Golden Bridge in place, and to protect it from any penetration of lower
vibrational forces. The Turquoise Blue Light of Great Silent Watcher does exactly that. It prevents the
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penetration of any lower energies. It is therefore the best tool for protecting this bridge that extends into
the Fifth Dimensional Reality.
When we reach to the Fifth Dimensional Octave, I would like you to envision that there are various
layers, each of the layers representing different Realities, and different events within the Realities. I want
you to set your intention, that as we move through the layers of the Fifth Dimensional Octave, Goddess
Victory, Great Silent Watcher, Mother of Universe, Mother of Cosmos, Three Omniversal Mothers and
your own Divine Mother, choose on your behalf, events from different Realities than can create the best
Ultimate Reality, the best outcome for each of you. So, hold your Scepters up, and set this intention in
the name of Divine Mother, in the presence of Goddess Victory, Great Silent Watcher, Mother of
Universe, Mother of Cosmos, Three Omniversal Mothers, 144,000 Silent Watchers and ten billion
Angelic Watchers.
I hold my Scepter of Power above my head and;
I Command and Demand, I Request events from the Fifth Dimensional Octave to come together from
various Alternate Realities to create the Ultimate Reality which will bring me greatest joy and assist me
in accomplishing my Divine Mission, and grant me great success in the mundane world. I now Demand
that a new paradigm, where a completely new, pure, innocent and victorious Divine Plan is put in place
on my behalf. I now Demand that this new Divine Plan from the new paradigm, which is set before me
above expectation and beyond limitation, to collect events and circumstances from various alternate,
parallel, probable and possible Realities. Events and circumstances that will empower me to accomplish
the highest potential in attaining mundane success and sublime growth in assisting the energies of the
Divine to be brought from the higher dimensions to be anchored into the Fifth Dimensional Reality which
will become my Reality, and to seep through from the Fifth to the Fourth and the Third Dimensions. To
cleanse, to purify, and to balance these lower Dimensions of Reality, and to return the pure and pristine
Light for the animal kingdom, the mineral kingdom, the plant kingdom, and all humankind, in all
dimensions and Realities. I ask this with open heart and I offer it in the name of Divine Love.
I call Goddess Victory to hold her Scepter of Victory and imbue all my intentions with the energies of
Victory. I ask Goddess Victory to hold her Rod of Power and clear the path before me. I call upon
Goddess Victory to hold her Torch of Victory and to torch the path by transmuting all obstacles, paving
the path with the Flame of Victory, illuminating my path with her Lavender Light, her Platinum, Pewter
and Lemon-Gold Light, and the Plum Ray of Rejuvenation which has been imbued with the Platinum
Light of Victory and the love of Divine Mother. I imbue myself with the Five Layered Light, the Light of
Platinum, Lemon-Gold, Pewter, Lavender and Plum, Plum Ray of Rejuvenation.
Now I ask you to envision that Goddess Victory is placing this Five Layered Cocoon around you and I
hold my hands out, and from my entire body I beam out the Copper Gold Light of nurturance and love to
seal this Five Layered Cocoon. When you look at yourself from outside in, the outer layer is Platinum,
the next layer is Lemon-Gold, then it is Pewter, then Lavender, then Plum.
Remember that your entire body has already absorbed the Velvety Maroon Red and Gold Light.
Remember that the purpose of that Velvety Light was to raise your vibration and to make you successful.
The purpose of that Velvety Maroon Light which you have been imbued in for the last 30 some days is to
prepare you for what you are receiving now.
This Five Layered Cocoon which is now placed around you holds within it all those intentions I said on
your behalf. The intentions for your success, the intentions for your ability to retrieve from the Fifth
Dimensional Octave, events and circumstances that will bring you joy and make you successful in all
your endeavors. The events and circumstances which will allow you to serve to the highest potential and
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beyond your expectation of what your potential is, beyond the limitation of the body, mind, emotions,
soul and spirit, but connected to the energies of Divine Love, the nurturance of Divine Mother, Mother of
Universe, Mother of Cosmos, three Omniversal Mothers, Victory and Great Silent Watcher with all the
entourage of Angelic Beings and Watchers and the Guardians who are here to support us and to serve
you.
Now see this Cocoon, the Five Layered Cocoon also weaving Filaments of Light in the color relevant to
each layer of the Cocoon, Filaments of Light in Platinum, in Lemon-Gold, in Pewter, in Lavender and in
Plum, weaving their warp and weft into the bridge. Again, see it extended into the Fifth Dimensional
Octave.
Together we are preparing the entry into the Portal on 12-21. Those of you who have the opportunity to
participate in the actual ceremony will take it to the next step. Those of you who are unable to participate
I ask you to perform this ceremony, the one I am giving you, on that day, and from now until then, and
after that, all the way through January of 2013.
So I am going to go over the steps. Right now I am asking you to envision this Five Layered Cocoon
which Goddess Victory has placed over you. All the Five Layers of this Cocoon carry all the Five Layers
of your Five Body System and your Light Body within it. So your entire Five Body System and your
Light Body, your Merkaba Vehicle, are included, are incased in these five layers, and then Filaments of
Light are extending from your body, the body of the Beings who are here to support you, the body of
every one of the group members, and the group entity, the consciousness of the group entity whose job it
is to magnify everything that each of you do individually. That magnification is now extended to
strengthen and reinforce this Bridge of Light. The more we put into the Bridge the easier it is for you to
retrieve what you need from those Dimensional Realities within the Fifth Dimensional Octave and
beyond. You are able to go beyond. We are building this Bridge for those who can only reach out of the
Third Dimension and hopefully end up in the Fifth. You can go higher. You are standing in the 122nd
Dimension right now. You are sending these Filaments of Light from the Throne of Divine Mother.
Therefore, your reach into those highest layers of the Fifth Dimension to find the highest and best events
with the help of these Beings is going to be very easy. The stronger the Bridge, the easier it is for
everyone. For you, it is a cake walk. It’s going to happen, stay focused on it. Stay remembering that it is
happening.
Remember you are gliding on Golden Light. Your power is magnified by the presence of these Beings.
These Beings are engulfing you with their Light. Your job is easy. All you need to do is to focus. Focus
and take it for granted that it is already given. That you are picking the highest and best potential of the
best possible events within all layers of Alternate Realities. It is going to line up for you. The more you
focus on it, the easier it becomes.
Now the service aspect of this task is that you also focus. That you are holding to this image, to
empower this image, to empower this Bridge to the point that even those who are unconscious, especially
the Indigo Souls, who really need to walk on this Bridge, these Indigo Souls need to walk on this Bridge,
not just for themselves, but in order to take the whole world into the new paradigm. It’s their job. It’s
there contract. Those of you who are of the age where you fit in with the Indigos are consciously aware.
Those of you who are older know that the responsibility falls upon you to hold space for the Indigos. So
the next task after you have fully etched your own Signature Energy into the Bridge, after you have held
your Scepter and Demanded and Commanded the best of all layers be presented to you, the next task is to
Demand and Command and to make sure you are holding space for the Indigo Souls to walk on this
Bridge. If on the 12-21-2012 we bring a majority of Indigos with ourselves, it is much better than trying
to bring older generations, because if we bring the Indigos that will strengthen the future. So then we can
pull from the future into the present. It’s as if it builds a better Alternate Reality and many layers and
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multi-layered Alternate Realities because the contract of these Indigos is to do just that. It is their
contract to go search for the highest Alternate Realities, then the best potential of every event will unfold
for them, if only we can get them on the Bridge and that’s what you can do.
So I am going to ask you to envision the Five Layered Cocoon of Goddess Victory, the Copper Gold
Light of Divine Mother, the Turquoise Light of Great Silent Watcher, Silent Watchers and Watchers, the
energies of all the Beings, Mother of Universe, Mother of Cosmos, Vibrant Pink, Amber Light, the
energies of the Three Omniversal Mothers, Purple, Aqua Blue, Clay Red with Gold and the multi layers
of Goddess Victory, the Copper Gold of Divine Mother, are weaving into the Bridge. Your Signature
Energy is weaving into the Bridge. You have woven into your own Signature Energy the intentions we
just stated. Let’s add to those intentions, this one very important final intention, and that is,
to bring with you and with this entourage, as many Indigo Souls, and let’s intend that the entire two
billion we have been working with. Remember that for many months we’ve been working with two billion
Indigo Souls. Let’s plan on bringing every one of them on the Bridge, through the Portal, and let’s set it
that we will work on this so deeply, and we will etch it into the fabric of the Fifth Dimensional Octave so
deeply, that every one of them finds their path, and they find which ever layer of the Fifth Dimensional
Octave is most conducive to their growth and the most productive for the contract they have made. In
other words they go find their Treasure Chest which is supposed to be hidden, and that Treasure Chest,
when they find it and when they open it, it’s going to benefit everyone, everyone, everyone incarnate,
everyone disincarnate, everyone in all Dimensions, every soul.
That’s how beautiful, how grand, how amazing, how stupendous the power of these souls and the contract
that they have made is, which then tells you that you are empowered exponentially, even beyond their
powers. Why? Because you are the ones who are paving the path, you may be one of them but you are
also the torchbearers, you’re the spearheads. You’re the ones who are etching the Light into the fabric of
this Reality. You’re the ones who are actually making this Reality unfold, and you have been doing this
for many lifetimes. In this lifetime you have been doing it for many decades and you will continue to do
it, you will continue to do it and many of you, even though you think your tired of this world, tired of this
life and when it’s over you don’t want to come back to this Earth anymore, but believe me, you would
want to come back, because there is a point where you need to come back and reap the fruits of what you
have sown. It would be nice to come back for a lifetime and have an easy time and keep reaping the
fruits, keep enjoying the Life, keep feeling good with yourselves, you deserve that.
So let’s take a deep breath. I am going to go over the steps. This is what I ask you to do. Have your
Scepter, your entire bodies emanating that Velvety color, when it’s absorbed into your body, it is fully
etched into your beingness, so the color changes to the color of your beingness, it becomes crystal clear.
It clears everything; it raises your vibration, that’s the gift from last month. Now you’re standing and a
Bridge is formed under your feet. The Five Layered Cocoon of our Beloved Victory from the outside in,
Platinum, Lemon-Gold, Pewter, Lavender, Plum, Filaments of Gold are extending from Divine Mother to
your body, from your body to create the Bridge. Your Signature Energy and this Five-Layered Cocoon of
Victory is also extending to strengthen, to enhance, to reinforce the Bridge. The Turquoise Blue Light of
Great Silent Watcher, the 144,000 Silent Watchers, ten billion Angelic Watchers is protecting you and
this Bridge. The group entity is enhanced, the intentions personal and communal are stated, your glory,
your victory in the Fifth Dimension, your ability to pull from the Fifth Dimension the highest potential
above and beyond limitation and expectation, it is already set in place.
Layers of Fifth Dimensional Octave hold the events lining up to unfold the best possible Reality, one after
the other, and now you call to the Bridge two billion Indigo Souls and you set the intention that these
Indigo Souls awaken to their Soul Mission, remember their contract, find the Treasure Chests that are
hidden in various layers of the Fifth Dimensional Octave, open those Treasure Chests and read their
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contracts, pick up their Power Tools and know that each of you, whether you are of the age that you
would be considered collectively an Indigo, or one who is relevant to the Indigos, one who has come
before the Indigos to pave the path, you too have your Treasure Chest. The fact that you have been
selfless enough to seek the Treasure Chest on the behalf of Indigos first, before you think of yourself earns you merits.
So now, I ask you to hold your Scepter and Demand that the Treasure Chests that are hidden on your
behalf be brought to you and that you open your Treasure Chest in the privacy of your own energy inside
of the layer of Fifth Dimensional Octave which is enhancing and embracing you. Open your Treasure
Chest, feel the feel of what’s in there, feel the energy that’s emanating, touch the various Power Objects,
pick up the Scroll, open it, it is written in the Language of Light. If you can’t read it, hold it over your
Third Eye, hold it over your Crown, hold it over your Cosmic Heart and Personal Heart, hold it over your
Seat of the Soul and your Solar Plexus, hold it over your Sacral Plexus for the creativity to flow and your
Root for the connection to be made, and state the intention while you’re holding the Scroll, and you’re
touching the objects in your Treasure Chest.
Call the Presence, call the Presence of the Entourage of Beings, Mother of Universe, Mother of Cosmos,
Omniversal Mothers, Great Silent Watcher, Victory, your own Mother, Masculine and Feminine
Principles and the entourage of Silent Watchers and the Angelic Watchers, the protection, and hold your
Scepter and say,
I Command and Demand the understanding of what is written in my contract, I Command and Demand
activation of my Power Objects, I Command and Demand understanding, the consciousness, the ability to
absorb and digest. What is hidden in this Treasure Chest has been hidden for eons of time until I reached
this point. I Command and Demand that I connect with the Divine Plan which is held inside of this
Treasure Chest, the Divine Plan which will shift the existing paradigm and unfold a new paradigm, pure
and innocent, never experienced before, never etched with any grooves, with any pollution, with any
corruption. I Demand unfoldment of that Divine Plan, individually for myself, collectively for the
members of the group, on behalf of all Indigo Souls, and for the benefit of Earth and all souls, all
Creation. I ask this in the name of all the Beings who are present here on my behalf, and I ask Goddess
Victory to support it with the Torch of Victory, with the Scepter of Victory, with the Rod of Victory, and
with the Discus.
The Discus which is the destructive force to release all karma, destroys all karma and karmic
entanglements, the Discus that Goddess Durga, the Destroyer of Karma, gave to Goddess Victory so
Victory could do the work that the Earthly Goddesses need to do on Earth. She gave it to Victory so that
Victory can be victorious in helping all the Earthly Goddesses and thereby helping all souls of Earth.
Feel your Treasure Chest, I want you to carry your Treasure Chest in this protected energy, and I
want you every night when you lie down to envision yourself sitting by your Treasure Chest
examining your Power Objects. If there is a cape in there, wrap it around your shoulders, if it is a
crown in there, put it on your head, if there is a Scepter, pick it up and align it with your Scepter of
Power, because that’s a different power. That Scepter carries pure and innocent energies of the
new paradigm of your new Divine Plan. If there is a gem, a ring, a necklace, a piece of gem that
needs to enter into parts of your energy body, take it, and do with it what you need to do. Take the
Scroll, open it, feel the Light coming out of it. Let your Five Body System, your Light Body absorb
it, and set the intention that you understand what is written in there, even though it is in the
Language of Light. It is in the Language of Higher Dimensional Frequency. Ask that you are raised to
the frequency to understand it, even if you are not able to bring it to the consciousness of this Third
Dimensional Body. You would act on it when you need to. You will make the right decision by
absorbing the energy of it. You don’t have to worry about every word because those words written in the
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Language of Light don’t apply to this Third Dimensional Realm but you will make the right decisions,
you will raise the vibration, just by being exposed to the hieroglyphics, that right now just look like
emblems, like symbols, pretty, but maybe not readable, it doesn’t matter. As you keep raising your
vibration the contents becomes more absorbable and digestible by your Mental Body, by your Emotional
Body, by your Physical Body, by your Spiritual Body. Your soul will then be able to help you. Then you
connect to ideas, designs, concepts, to ways of thinking, ways of enhancing yours and other people’s
lives. Ways of vibrating a higher frequency, a higher frequency which automatically heals people, places
and things, automatically cures diseases, attract people to you, exude love from you. This Treasure Chest
is your gift for all that you have done. You have already conquered the appropriate layers of the Fifth
Dimensional Octave.
Between now and three months from now, what we want to do together, is to bring as many of the Indigo
Souls, help them release their fears, help them remove the darkness from around them, from within them
and become one pointedly focused on accomplishing their Divine Mission. That is the highest purpose.
Serving in that way will render the highest results and gain you the highest rewards.
So now, I ask each of you to give me five minutes after we end this ceremony so that I can work with
each of you individually in etching your energy into the fabric of time and space and in translating,
etching the energy of your Power Tools and the hieroglyphics that are written in the Language of Light
into your energy bodies, and if you fall asleep after that it’s perfect, because we can continue to work. If
you have to do other things, then when you go back to bed, whenever that is, call upon Divine Mother and
say continue. Mother I ask you, Mother I give you permission. Call the entourage of Beings, and say,
continue in etching the energies from my Treasure Chest and the hieroglyphics from the Scroll which
holds the Contract of my New Divine Plan. Start downloading it on me, I give you permission. That’s
what you need to say to me. Give me permission to accelerate the process of downloading. We have to
do it as a gradual process, as you very well know, but even that needs permission and give that
permission, and continue every night. You’ll feel the difference. It’s a gradual process but there will
come a time when you reach a point where you really see the difference, you really feel the difference.
So, take a deep breath. Take one good look at your Treasure Chest, hold that image and lay down to let
me work on you.
I hold each and every one of you in my own heart with great love and gratitude, happy entry into the Fifth
Dimensional Portals, and happy finding your Treasure Chest. So It Is.
Nasrin concludes: Thank you everyone and goodnight.
Jim concludes: Thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother, I thank all of you. Goodnight.
© FAGU 2012
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